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Challenges
The Executive Centre’s 24,000+ executive clients count on secure, reliable 
services. Jason Fuller, Global Infrastructure Manager, was hired to quickly 
improve the fast-growing company’s security posture to meet this goal.

▶ Existing security products were far too slow and ineffective at
defending against the escalating volume and sophistication of newer
cyber threats.

▶ Lack of visibility for laterally moving attacks across the firm’s 130
executive offices exposed the organization to costly ransomware and
newer strains of malware.

▶ Remediation was insufficient and the current solution placed an
excessive burden on the organization’s tight IT resources.

As The Executive Centre was fast becoming a trusted global brand, it 
was imperative to deploy a comprehensive endpoint protection and 
remediation solution that was highly effective and “future proof."

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes
Jason Fuller and The Executive Centre leadership had three important 
criteria against which they evaluated the top three security solutions.

▶ Reputation: Industry awards such as Cybersecurity Excellence “Best
Cybersecurity Company” and PC Magazine’s Business Choice Award for
Security Software

▶ Effectiveness: Adaptive protection and threat response including
anomaly detection, multi-layered security, Linking Engine, Ransomware
Rollback, and Integrated Cloud Sandbox to ensure robust endpoint
protection and remediation

▶ Ease of use: Malwarebytes Cloud Manager, an easy-to-use single pane
of glass to ensure visibility across 24,000 endpoints and 130 executive
office locations
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How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem
The Executive Centre team was surprised at how quickly Malwarebytes 
detected and remediated malware that the previous solution had missed. 
Jason Fuller was especially pleased with the simplicity and effortless 
scaling ability offered by Malwarebytes to meet The Executive Centre’s 
unbridled growth.

▶ Malwarebytes Cloud Platform Dashboard provides a single, unified
view into endpoint status and recent attacks, a powerful benefit for an
overextended IT team.

▶ Anomaly Detection Machine Learning and Ransomware Mitigation
ensure the highest possible security posture that executives and end-
users have come to expect.

▶ Linking Engine Technology removes all traces of infections and
related artifacts, which is critical to preserving the trust of the 24,000+
executive member end-users. The signature-less approach also speeds
up threat scans and saves the IT team time and effort to re-image
endpoints after an attack.

Malwarebytes was our clear 
choice because of their 
#1 cybersecurity market 
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than the most secure, safe 
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worldwide.
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Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against 
malicious threats, including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less 
technologies to detect and stop a cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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